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Helvetia Calendar

June 18 -- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Center,
12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m.

July 8 --- Bid deadline for Helvetia Mail Auction No . 20.

Membership Reaches All-Time High

A surge of new members (see separate listing) has raised
the membership of Helvetia to an all-time high of 192 . Virtually all
of these new members have joined as a result of receiving the so-
ciety's recruiting flyer in a recent mailing of Riviera Stamp Com-
pany's bulletin . Helvetia's officers extend their gratitude to Edwin
L . Chalfant, society member who operates the firm and agreed to help
in the recruiting effort.

Writing Contest Starts in September

Following the Helvetia Society's customary practice, the
Alphorn will suspend publication during the summer months . The next
issue will appear in September . Any original article written by a so-
ciety member on Swiss or Liechtenstein philately that appears in the
Alphorn during the period from September to the following June will
be eligible for the recently announced $100 Helvetia Writing Award.
The society's officers will act as judges in selecting the winner of
this prize from an anonymous member.

Helvetia and SASS to Share Services

In anticipation of the probable merger of Helvetia and the
Swiss American Stamp Society (SASS) later this year, each group has
agreed to offer its main services to the members of the other group
from September to December this year . Helvetia members will be able to
buy and sell material through the SASS sales circuits, and SASS mem-
bers will be able to participate in a similar manner in the Helvetia
monthly mail auctions . The regulations for both the auctions and sales
circuits will be described in the July-August issue of SASS's Helvetia
Herald, which will be mailed to both SASS and Helvetia members some-
time in July . The Helvetia Alphorn does not appear in July or August.

In their September issues, both the Alphorn and Herald plan
to publish detailed proposed by-laws for a single national society
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for collectors of Switzerland . These by-laws will constitute a spe-
cific merger proposal on which members of both societies will vote.

New members

Black Print IsINTERNABASouvenir

Visitors to INTERNABA in Basel this month had the opportun-
ity to purchase a so-called "black print" of an unaccepted design for
a souvenir sheet commemorating the international exhibition . The block,
which has no postal validity, shows famous men of philately and postal
history . Portrayed are Sir Rowland Hill (30c), whose postal reforms
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led to the world's first postage
stamp in England ; Dr . Robert Pag-
anini (60c), Swiss promoter of
air post philately ; Beat Fischer
von Reichenbach of Bern (30c),
who founded the important Fischer
Post organization in Switzerland
in the late 17th century ; and
Franz von Taxis (80c) of the
famous Thurn and Taxis family,

which organized postal services
that lasted in Europe from the
15th to 19th century . Each exhi-
bition catalog contained vouchers
for obtaining two copies of the
black print at the special Swiss
PTT post office at the exhibition
for two francs each . The Swiss
PTT said it would accept no mail
orders.

Collectors Guide Published for Europe

A former Helvetia member, Jon L . Allen, has co-authored
"Stamp Collector's Guide to Europe" with Paul H . Silverstone . In
1966 they began research for this 309-page book covering 34 coun-
tries and five international organizations . Their goal has been to
give the philatelist a practical handbook to help him get more out
of a vacation or business trip to Europe.

For each of the 39 subject areas, the authors provide a
short history of the postal system, describe available philatelic
services, discuss points of sight-seeing interest, describe the cur-
rent stamp market, and list stamp dealers, organizations of collec-
tors, and sources of catalogs and periodicals . The dealers they in-
clude are generally publishers of catalogs and albums, located in
larger cities, retail sellers of a variety of material, and fluent
in two or more languages . The book includes photographs of local
scenes ; brief descriptions of former stamp-issuing nations,
territories and states in Europe; and a glossary of philatelic terms in

five languages.

Points of interest within Switzerland include the Swiss
Postal Museum in Bern, Europe's highest post office at the 11,342-
foot-high Jungfrau railway station, and the Swiss Institute of Trans-
port and Communications, whose museum in Luzern features exhibition
halls devoted to postal and communications services, rail and road
traffic, aviation and navigation.

The authors estimate that there are 115,000 collectors in
Switzerland . About 14,000 of these belong to the some 100 philatelic
societies that make up the Association of Swiss Philatelic Societies.
Included in the section on organizations is also a description of
the Helvetia Philatelic Society of America.

Because of the selective nature of the guide's content, it
necessarily omits several of the current specialized catalogs avail-
able to collectors, such as the Tanner volume on first day covers, the
Zumstein volume on postal stationery, and the Pen volumes on special
postmarks and auto post bureau postmarks.
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The guide costs S5 .95 with cloth cover and $3 .95 with
paper cover . It is available from Arco Publishing Company, 219 Park
Ave . South, New York, N .Y . 10003, or from the American Topical Assn .,
3308 North 50th St ., Milwaukee, Wis . 53216

News Briefs

When Helvetia member Robert C . Ross appeared as one of the
speakers at the May 1 program on Switzerland held by the Collectors
Club of New York, he distributed in printed form his remarks entitled
"Swiss Internment Cancels and Other Markings ." He will send a copy to
any Helvetia member who provides a self-addressed envelope bearing 20
cents postage . The 14-page booklet measures 8½ by 5½ inches, requiring
at least a No . 10 envelope for a folded copy.

Two Helvetia members were among the speakers who conducted
workshops at POMEX, the Pocono Mountains Philatelic Society exhibition
in Stroudsburg, Pa ., on May 25-27 . William Weitzmann of Pennsylvania
spoke on how to identify printing and paper types in stamp collecting,
and Lauretta Garabrant of New Jersey discussed how exhibits are judged.
This exhibition, under the chairmanship of a junior collector every
year, was the site of the first national all-junior show a year ago.

Helvetia member Ken Barlow of British Columbia recently
won a second place award for his display of Swiss postal stationery
at the VANPEX show held by the British Columbia Philatelic Society in
Vancouver .
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Everything You've Ever Wanted to Know
About Wild Mushrooms But Were Too Bullied To Ask

By Ronald D . Lowden, Jr.
(Continued from May issue)

Xl . Post-Mortem . Since this article began its serialization
in the Alphorn many months ago, this author has received considerable
correspondence bearing upon it, expressing interest in its previously
obscure subject, and otherwise commenting upon it and/or graciously
commending it -- the latter for which many thanks . It is hoped those
so responding will be patient with what has recently become a some-
what limited amount of time available for such correspondence because
of extenuating circumstances beyond control . However, all will be ans-
wered eventually.

One recent communication has been received from a California-
based officer in the American Revenue Association, relating information
bearing directly upon the earlier "literature" section of this article
and meriting much more than simply passing mention.

A group within ARA is presently preparing an "update" of
Forbin's last cataloging effort in 1915, again incorporating all reven-
ues of the world, but utilizing an international round robin review me-
thod, rather than only publishing the efforts of one individual . Gerald
M. Abrams, one of apparently several ARA members interested in Swiss re-
venues, has taken on the coordinating leadership of the Switzerland sec-
tion of this monumental undertaking . Among those also participating in
the Swiss segment is Carlo Buttafava, an old ARA regular whose celebra-
ted collection of Swiss revenues has been described previously in this
article . Happily enough, your author now also has been invited to par-
ticipate . To date, the federal and cantonal revenues are well on their
way to completion, with the municipals in progress, and an internation-
ally famous auction house and dealership has expressed great interest in
publishing this Swiss segment as soon as it is finally ready, whether
this year or next . Tragically and unforgivably, the pre-adhesive area
of Switzerland is not intended to be included . Why is presently unknown.
But it is reported that the ARA Journal at least will shortly be pub-
lishing an article on the Bern revenue stamped paper.

In other recent developments, the article has been initially
received by, and hopefully will shortly begin serialization in, the News-
letter of the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain and in the
ARA Journal.

In case anyone believes the supposed putdown of revenue col-
lecting and the "attack" on dealers and their ilk previously has been
too emphasized and exaggerated in this article, it should be noted that
this paper, along with several others on Swiss philately, was originally
commissioned by, and written to be published in, a "national
100-pages-per-week stamp newspaper of repute ." But when the editor's staff of
this paper was eventually alerted that a lengthy article on Swiss re-
venues had been completed and was ready for review, the immediate reac-
tion was, "Revenues? Oh, that's too specialized for us ." A total of 25
typewritten pa ges of research negated without even the courtesy of an
initial reading : Not to mention another fine research-quality Swiss re-
venue collection that was raped at auction just last year, and portions
of which now internationally by public advertisement and published ar-
ticle are being outrageously re-raped by one of its winning dealer bid-
ders .

THE END
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Four "Hard and Fast" Rules
For Investing in Swiss Stamps

By Edwin L . Chalfant
(Helvetia # 559)

Continued from May issue

However, it is advisable to know your dealer, and be cer-
tain you can trust him and put your money with him . You may check with
any of the philatelic organizations or societies, as well as banks,
credit agencies, etc . I'm sure everyone knows how to go about doing
this . Since probably 75 per cent or more of all philatelic transactions
take place through the mails, it is most important to know whom you
are dealing with . This works both ways, as your dealer will want to
know more about you, since he will be laying out his money making
purchases for you, and will want to be sure you will carry out your part.
It is to the credit of the philatelic business that millions of dollars
worth of sales are transacted every year on trust . Surely this could
not continue year after year if most people were not honest . However,
guarantees are worthless if the dealer is not there to honor them if
it should become necessary, so to protect yourself, a basic check is
advisable .

In the stamp trade there are many pitfalls to know about,
and it is far better to let your dealer eliminate them than for you
to try to do this on your own . For one thing, genuine, top quality
stamps are rarely available at bargain prices, and, as the saying goes,
you get what you pay for . If you are offered rare and high-priced ma-
terial for very low prices, most probably it comes from stolen collec-
tions, and is subject to confiscation as evidence at any time . In such
an event, you will be out every cent you paid . Other pitfalls are that
the stamps, covers, etc ., could be forgeries, repaired stamps, or have
hidden flaws that only an expert can detect . Forgeries are a real
problem, especially with 19th century material, which I'll comment on be-
low .

A close examination of each of the four basic investment
rules will help to give you a real foundation for investing in Swiss
stamps .

Rule 1 -- Purchase only scarce and desirable stamps,
covers, etc . This data can be had from many sources, and in the case of
Switzerland, there are a number of specialized catalogs on the market.
But again, the advice of your dealer will be the easiest method . He
can define, or should be able to, data that you cannot . While some
19th century stamps had very large printings, the number that exist
today can be very small, and thus make these stamps scarce . Or per-
haps the quantity available in top condition is very small, which can
make even very modern issues scarce . As for being desirable, Switzer-
land is one of those countries that has consistently remained at the
top of the list of popularity, ranking behind only the issues of the
United States and Canada . There are still many real investment pos-
sibilities in Swiss stamps, prices are still relatively low, and the
future is bright . Some of the desirable categories area 19th century,
all imperforate issues, souvenir sheets, semi-official airmail stamps,
some military stamps, many various stamps on cover, hotel stamps, ear-
ly rocket covers, League of Nations overprints, United Nations offices
in Geneva sets . The key is selective buying . To just buy a large Swiss
collection, intact, would be the worst sort of investment purchase.

To Be Continued
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Supplement to Information
On Swiss National Fete Day Cards

By Felix Ganz

A recently published study in the Swiss Philatelic Review
(SBZ) by L. Genilloud of La Chaux-de-Fonds should be of interest to
those collectors who are building National Fete Day card collections
because, for the first time and with the help of records in the ar-
chives of the Swiss National Fete Committee, a list of those cards
has been assembled that were issued WITHOUT imprinted stamps from
1938 to 1960 . While these cards are not truly philatelic items, they
become most sought after and interesting if they are a) franked with
Pro Patria stamps of the same year and b) either cancelled with a re-
gular town cancellation on the national fete day (Aug . 1) of the re-
spective year, or better yet cancelled with a special postmark used
on Aug. 1 of such a year by the special automobile offices or some
other special post office.

To assemble a complete collection is considerably more than
simple. In unused form it might be easier than in used form, but a col-
lection of these cards with matching Pro Patria stamps plus Aug . 1 can-
cellations will take many years to assemble, plus extreme luck in find-
ing sources.

Year

1938

1938

1939

1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1944

1944

,Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Picture

Ticino clocktower

Geranium in window

Flag on crag

Mother and child

Golden Tell boy

Herdsman and flag

Ticino girl

Summit bonfire

Battle of St . Jakob
in 1444

Ditto

Ditto

Artist

L . Taddei

H . Zaugg

D. Buzzi

E. Schmid

C. L'Eplat-
tenier

Ph . Arlen

P. Chiesa

H . Widmer

D.
Schill ing

Tschachtlan

G .L .Vogel

Total
Issued

601,000
for 1&2.
No break-
down available.

599, 000
for 3&4.
No break-
down available.

498,000

400,000

330,000

298,000

160,000
for 9-13
may be
total
cards or
sets . No
break-
down a-
vailable .

Special Aug . 1
Cancel Exists

Yes : Brunnen

Yes ; Brunnen

No

No

Yes : Bern
(Auto 3)

Yes : Brunnen,
Bern, Schwyz
& Rutli

Yes : Zurich
(Auto 1)

Yes : Bern
(Auto 2)

Yes : Zurich
(Auto 1) for
9-13 . Also
exist with com-
memorative
cancel 8-26-44
St . Jakob an
der Birst

(86)

(87)

(88)

(89)

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

(94 )

(95)

(96)

(To Be Continued)
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Closing Date 7/8/74

	

Helvetia Auction # 20

	

Closing Date 7/8/74

Hello!

Well, it looks like this is the last auction for this season . There
is some very interesting material in this auction, and I hope many of
you will find something of interest.

I've really enjoyed doing the auctions for the society, and I will
be looking forward to them in September . (However two months rest from
the monthly deadline won't hurt!)

I hope all of you have an enjoyable, relaxing summer . I know I plan
tot
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